A groundbreaking degree — the first of its kind in Canada.

Are you passionate about Canadian politics? Do you want to have a hand in how we are governed? The partisan theatre of parliamentary democracy is exhilarating and profoundly important, but it requires staff equipped with tactical skills and strategic understanding, who are mindful of their responsibilities to their fellow citizens.

Carleton University’s Master’s Degree in Political Management is designed to provide students with the foundation to pursue leadership roles in the Canada’s parties, political offices and government relations firms.

The program is grounded in the academic understanding and critique of democratic processes and institutions. It draws on Carleton’s longstanding strengths and faculty expertise in the analysis of Canadian politics and governance, voting behaviour and electioneering, political communication, public opinion measurement and the design of persuasive campaigns. Courses are taught by some of the most accomplished political practitioners.

Core to the degree is an insistence on ethical behaviour as a paramount guiding principle, as well as mutual respect among political adversaries.

The program can be completed in 1 year of full-time study, or 2 years of part-time study. An integral part of the program is a 10-week practicum in which students observe and participate in the political process.

DEGREES OFFERED
MPM

CAREER OPTIONS
The program is designed for those who wish to work in the office of an elected politician or for organizations or companies that seek to influence government policies, such as NGOs, government relations firms, private or public sector corporations, or grassroots movements.

FALL APPLICATION DEADLINE
February 1

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS
An honours bachelor’s degree, or equivalent, with an average of B+ or higher. You must be able to show evidence of your commitment to and aptitude for political management through prior involvement in party or campus politics, grassroots organizations, political advocacy, or similar experience.

“Those in a position to hire around Parliament Hill will definitely take notice if this degree is on your résumé.”
— Ashton Arsenault, MPM/13

Contact Info
613-520-3455
mpm@carleton.ca